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My God...what a weekend! Two weeks ago I saw people washing their vehicles attempting to wash away
winter. Ha.
More Whaleback news...
Outfitters, 47th NL Marathon follow up
Yes, there is more to share...After further analysis of results and sending a couple of emails, there is another
correction in the results. Earl Hunt came 3rd in the 13km, Cruisers category. Congratulations Earl...I met Earl
on the trails last week and said he earned a Bronze Medal and he responded with a warm smile.
Thank you to...(I missed this in my last edition)
Mike and Jill Benoit for organizing the after Marathon Banquet Music. Brian Delaney and Adam Day who
joined Jill and Mike.
Les Budden for volunteering to serve as Public Announcer during the Marathon.
Marathon T Shirts
It’s impossible to go skiing these days without members stopping me on the trail wondering if there are any
T Shirts left. There is...all shapes and sizes...going for $10.00. If you don’t ask me, I’ll ask you to think about
buying one.
Kidsfest - next Saturday in Pasadena
Jackrabbit leaders from Pasadena Nature and Ski Park are organizing a 1 day fun event for Jackrabbits from
BMD and Whaleback Nordic. Supposed to be a fun filled day not focusing on racing. This is a road trip for our
Jackrabbits. Let’s try to have as many Jackrabbits as possible participate.
Kenny’s Tip
Peter sent out a note last week stating that we have started collecting towards Kenny’s Tip. If you would like
to make a contribution, you should drop it off at the chalet or pass on to Peter, Doug, Carter or yours truly.
Thank You.
CCNL Ticket Draw
Tickets from all clubs in the province have arrived in town. The draw was supposed to take place today during
Jackrabbit, but did not go ahead because Jackrabbit was cancelled due to weather. The draw will be taking
place tonight at 63 Gillis Drive. Mayor Tom O’ Brien, Doug Fowlow, Secretary and Peter Sutherland, Vice
President will be in attendance to witness the draw.
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Related to that...this year, Whalebackers sold 551 tickets...6 more tickets than last year. Give yourself a pat
on the back. Thank you for making this an enjoyable experience for the ticket coordinator.
Night Skiing
The clocks have advanced by 1 hour. Daylight in the evenings gets a bit longer and traditionally, when this
happens, we pull the plug on night skiing. The last evening for night skiing will be this comimg Friday, March
17th.
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